Regional Webinar “What is currently known about countering misinformation and resilience against misinformation?”

25 February 2021, 13:00-14:30 CET, Online Webinar via Zoom

AGENDA

13:00 – 13:20 Welcome remarks and introduction

- Welcome remarks and opening,
- Mira Jovanovski-Dasic, Director, SEEHN Secretariat
- Gian Matteo Apuzzo, Senior expert and project manager, Central European Initiative Executive Secretariat
- Introduction of participants

13:20 – 14:00 Introductory presentations

- Tina D Purnat, Technical Officer, Digital Health Technologies, WHO Headquarters
  “Infodemic management as a function of health emergency preparedness and community resilience”
- Radoje Cerović, Psychologist and communication expert
  “Crisis and Risk Communication: Montenegro case study”
- Israeli experience on the topic, Ms. Einav Shimron, Ministry of Health, Israel

14:00-14:20 Open discussions among participants

The aim of the session is to open discussion on countering misinformation and resilience against misinformation particularities. Participants will have opportunity to discuss and express their thoughts on this topic and to suggest the role of the nurses on how to counter misinformation and strengthen the resilience of health systems.

14:20-14:30 Conclusions